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Action Regulation Theory (ART) 127
evaluation 1, 4, 8, 10-12, 14, 26-27, 31, 34-35, 42, 97-98, 100, 125, 127, 140, 143-144, 148, 152, 182, 187, 218, 220-221, 225
implementation 3-4, 8, 12-14, 35, 42, 97-99, 110, 127, 223
orientation 44, 127
agent-based model (ABM) 54
AmiChat 20
ANCOVA 63, 66
AnnoChat 18
ANOVA 63, 65-66, 119, 218-219
APC (the average path coefficient, a model fit index) 115
architectural design 97
Architectural Learning Expert (ALEX) 98
ARS (the average R-squared, another model fit index) 115
attunement 212
available affordances 206
Average Measure Intraclass Correlation 131
average path coefficient (APC) 68
average R-squared (ARS) 68, 118
Average variances extracted (AVE) 73

B

bag-of-words 50-51
barriers to change 30, 35-36, 41
behavior intervention plan 30-31, 33, 35, 37, 40-42
beneficial augmentation 30, 35
betweenness 102
blog 47, 51-54, 57-58, 191
blogsphere 51
bootstrapping 68, 118

C

Chi-Squared goodness test 104
closeness 102
Collaboration Action (CoAct) 205
collaboration envelope 53, 58
collaboration triangle 99
collinearity 123
Comma Separated Values 10
communication medium 197
Communities of Practice (CoP) 193
comparative fit index (CFI) 89-90
composite reliabilities (CR) 133
compositional models 172
computer mediated communication (CMC) 189
connectedness 102
consultation 32-33, 35, 39, 45, 232-234, 236
contextual fallacies 171
cross-level fallacies 171
CryptHeaven 33
cultural dispersion 81
Cultural Tribalism 48-49

D

Development Decision Centers (DDC) 18

e

echo chamber 46
e-collaboration 2
ECU 64-65, 70, 113-116, 122-123
ECUVar 64, 113, 115-116
Effi 64-65, 113
Effi 64, 72, 113-116, 122
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Eigenvector 104
electronic meetings 20
Enterprise Resource Planning 2

F
fandom 47
Flocking Theory 49-51
focus group 34, 36
folk models 205
free riders 196
frog-pond models 174

G
Global Fit Measure (GoF) 135
Google Translate 18-19, 21, 24
group decision-making 140, 204, 226
group support systems 17, 27-28, 43

H
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 33

I
identity acquisition 82-85, 87, 89, 91
ID’EST 98
IEP Team Surveys 33
IEP Team Time Tracking 34, 39
Individual Action (IAct) 205, 209-210
Individualized Education Plan (IEP) 31
Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1997 (IDEA) 31
information and communication technologies (ICT) 190
Information Systems (IS) 173
information technology (IT) 97
information warfare 168
internal representations 205
International Journal of e-Collaboration (IJeC) 166
internet forum 96
inter-observer agreement (IOA) 34
interpersonal relationships 160

J
jacknifing 67
job satisfaction 86

K
KATRAS 146
knowledge creation 144
Knowledge Management System 145
Knowledge Modeling and Description Language (KMDL) 6
Knowledge Persistent Layer 146
knowledge sharing 189
Kullback-Leibler divergence 50-51, 57

L
latent variables (LVs) 63
least effective tactics 234
coalition 4, 234
legitimating 234
pressure 47, 49, 126, 234, 236
level paradox 167
local education agency specialists (LEA) 31
lurkers 196

M
machine translation (MT) 18
macro view 4-6, 13
MANCOVA 63
MANOVA 63
matrix organization 228
mediating effect significance test 114
meso-mediational models 175
meso view 4-5, 9
Metcalfé’s Law 49
micro view 4-5
Model of Modulated Awareness (MoMA) 3
moderately effective tactics 234
appraising 234
exchange 8, 20, 22, 47, 95, 126, 143-144, 188-191, 193-194, 198-199, 234-235
ingratiation 234
personal appeals 234
moderator models 174
Monte Carlos simulation (MCS) 103

N
Near Term Analysis (NTA) 105
Need-for-Cognition and Co-Creation 47
NetLogo 54, 61
netnography 51
nonlinear analysis 62, 112-113, 119
non-normed fit index (NNFI) 89

O
online discussion board 34
online platform 32
OnPoint 155-156, 228, 234
OntoDesign 145-150, 152, 154
OrgaDesign 145-146
organizational dispersion 81
Organizational Risk Analyzer (ORA) 96, 101

P
partial least squares 62-63, 77, 112, 125, 132, 138, 141
participation culture 47
participatory culture 189
perceived affordances 206
Platypus Wiki 151
PLS Regression algorithm 66-67, 76, 117
power-law distribution 192
proactive influence tactic 232
Proc 64, 70, 72, 113-116, 120-122
psychological ownership 190

R
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 2
Random Network Theory 196
rational persuasion 232-233
Real-time collaboration (RTC) 2
Real World Awareness (RWA) 2
redefinition 127, 129
reflective practice 30, 35, 37, 41-42
Robust Path Analysis algorithm 67, 117-118
root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) 89-90

S
screen scraping 51
self-reflection 32, 208-212
semantic knowledge 144, 222-223
SemanticTalk 7
semantic wiki 144
Sensemaking 46-48, 54, 61, 205, 226-227
shared mental model 127
silhouette coefficient 51
simple request 232
single-level research 167, 181
social capital 193-194, 200
social identity 80, 82
Social Impact Theory (SIT) 127
immediacy 127, 136
strength 70, 110, 127, 129, 136, 173, 211
social life 85
source actor 210-216
spatial dispersion 81
StarDesign 145
steering behaviors 49
alignment 49, 204, 209, 225, 231-232
cohesion 37, 49
separation 49
structural equation modeling (SEM) 63, 89-90, 112
covariance-based 63
variance-based 63
Supply Chain Management (SCM) 2
syntactic knowledge 222-223

T
tag dictionary 50
target actor 210-216
team cognition 126
team mental model 127
technology use 168
group behavior 136, 168, 170-171, 173, 179
individual behavior 168
intra-organizational behavior 168
temporal dispersion 81
Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) 19
Topic Map Query (TMQL) 3
Topic Maps (TM) 3
Topics, Associations and Occurrences (TAO) 3
TransBBS 20

U
U-curve 66, 117
usability engineering 204, 221-222, 225-227
user-generated content networks 192
user-generated tags 192
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variance inflation factor (VIF) 68
virtual IEP team 31
virtuality 81
virtual organizations 80
virtual team collaboration 158
virtual team inventory 156
virtual team performance 140, 155-156, 163, 184
virtual teams 83
virtual teamwork 156

W

WarpPLS 62, 64, 112
Web 2.0 189-190
Web3D 3
wiki 143
WikiDesign 149
wiki markup language (WikiML) 144
WikiSar 151
wikitext 144